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TLC
THE BEST OF BRAUN IN CRITICAL CARE TRANSPORT 
The TLC is a collection of the best features and 
design configurations found in over thirty CCT 
units delivered to Braun customers. Allowing for 
full customization, the TLC is a standard model for 
agencies seeking the best of Braun in critical care 
patient transportation. Patient and crew safety 
are second to none on this model, which is built 
on a Freightliner M2 crew cab, four door chassis 
with LiquidSpring suspension. It meets the latest 
safety standards and includes Braun’s well-known 
innovations such as SolidBody™ Construction, all 
aluminum welded cabinetry, rounded corners, 
and more. It has five seated positions for crew, 
all featuring 4-point harness safety belts. 

The 191” module length includes dual patient 
transport capability with a regular cot mount 
interior, as well as a transverse cot mount interior. 

Enhanced staff communication and visibility for 
patient care was top of mind. There is an FRC 
intercom system located at the head of the bench, 
a patient camera inside the module, and dual vista 
screens on streetside and curbside. In addition, a 
flip down entertainment system is included for 
patient comfort. 

Both medical oxygen and regular oxygen areas are 
included to power various types of equipment. There 
are also two SSCOR suctions and an OTE medical 
cabinet. A Stadco GP7 Generator and 1800 W Vanner 
Inverter offer peace of mind that your rig will power 
through the longest journeys. Whether it’s helping 
to provide pediatric or neonatal care, or transporting 
critically ill or injured adults, the Braun TLC will go 
the distance with you.



FEATURES/BENEFITS: 
1. Two Cots & Fasteners  
 Transport two patients instead of one 
2. Two SSCOR Suctions
 One located over each patient area for easy access  
3. OTE Medical Cabinet 
 Keep critical life saving drugs at temperature  
4. Medical Oxygen and Regular Oxygen
 To supply any and all types of equipment needed 
5. Cabinet Stack at Head of Bench with FRC Intercom System
 Improved communication for module crew to correspond 
 with cab crew 
6. Patient Camera in Module 
 Allows driver and cab crew visibility in module at all times  
7. Dual Vista Screens Streetside & Curbside 
 Visibility from multiple seating locations  
8. Flip Down Entertainment/DVD System 
 Enhances patient comfort during extended transport  
9. 1800 W Vanner Inverter 
 A larger inverter provides plenty of power to run 
 needed equipment  
10. Stadco GP7 Generator Compartment  
 To offer peace of mind in powering lifesaving equipment 
 in case of backup
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TYPE I CHASSIS OPTIONS 

     

Wheel Base 234”     

Overall Length 360.25”   

Overall Width 98”   

Overall Height 113”   

Module Length 191”   

***Module Width 100”   

Module Headroom 73.5”     
 
**Add 2” to overall width to include the rub rails & exterior side warning lights.
 

Freightliner M2 Diesel


